
Team A 

COMPLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 

Plaintiffs Disney Enterprises, Inc. (“Disney”), Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation 

(“Fox”), Universal City Studios Productions LLLP (“Universal”), Columbia Pictures 

Industries, Inc. (“Columbia”), and Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (“Warner”), by and 

through their counsel, on personal knowledge as to their own actions and on information and 

belief as to the actions, capabilities and motivation of others, hereby allege as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nature of Case: 

1. On a daily basis, defendants are engaged in the infringement of plaintiffs’copyrighted 

motion picture and television properties on a massive scale. Defendants carry out this 

unabashed theft of plaintiffs’ intellectual property through the operation of the website and 

service located at www.hotfile.com (“Hotfile” or the “Hotfile website”). Hotfile is a 

commercial online hub for distributing popular entertainment content without authorization, 

including hundreds of thousands of copies of plaintiffs’ copyrighted works. 

 

 

 

 

How many litigants are bringing this action ? 

‘by and through their own counsel’.   Explain 

On what evidence is the complaint based? 

‘make’, ‘do’, or ‘give’ a complaint? 

‘hereby’: inversion of ‘by’ this declaration ‘here’ 

Create words from: ‘in’ that declaration ‘there’ 

                                 ‘of’ that declaration ‘where’ 

                                 in the article ‘mentioned before (afore)’ 

Before further reading:  What do you think are the following allegations? 

 

 

 

 

Who are the defendants 

What is the plaintiff’s complaint mentioned herein 

‘massive’ means: a) very large  b) small  c) extrememly small 

‘unabashed’ theft.  Wht ‘unabashed’? 

‘hub’ means:  a) husband  b) store room  c) centre 

Phrasal verb:  to carry out 

 



2. Defendants actively encourage their users to upload to Hotfile’s computerservers 

infringing copies of the most popular entertainment content in the world. Once uploaded, 

defendants provide their users a “link” to the infringing content, and encourage their users to 

disseminate these “links” as broadly as possible on the Internet so that as many peopleas 

possible will find the links and use them to download the infringing content from Hotfile. 

Anyone clicking the “link” can download the infringing content from Hotfile’s servers. 

Defendants openly pay users to upload, and disseminate links to, infringing content. 

Defendants pay uploading users more depending upon how many times the infringing content 

is downloaded by others – the more frequently the content is downloaded illegally, the more 

defendants pay the uploading user. Defendants also pay the websites that host and promote 

“links” to infringing content on Hotfile’s servers. 

 

 

 

 

3. Defendants profit handsomely from this copyright infringement by charging a monthly 

fee to users who wish to download content from Hotfile’s servers. In other words, defendants 

pay people to put infringing copies of plaintiffs’ popular works on Hotfile’s computer servers, 

and then use the lure of those copyrighted works (and the copyrighted works of others) to 

entice users to pay defendants for the privilege of accessing and downloading the works from 

defendants’ computer servers. That is defendants’ entire business model. 

 

 

 

 

 

Who do the defendants pay money to ? 

What service do the defendants pay for? 

Who can download infringing content 

To disseminate means: a) to fertilize  b) to spread  c) to break 

How do the defendants make their money ?  

 

To ‘profit handsomely’ means: a) to make a packet b) to make a killing  c) to rake in the money  

 

Do the defendants make a lot of money? 

 

How often do users pay for the service? 

 

How are users attracted to the site? Find synonyms of ‘attract’. 

 

Who uploads and who downloads content to the site? 

              Structure 

 

 the more ____, the more _____ 

 

        (find in the text) 



4.  Hotfile is not designed to be a personal storage facility – and defendants make no bones 

about that fact. They pay users only for uploading the most popular files and only if those 

files are downloaded by hundreds and thousands of defendants’ other users. Indeed, while 

Hotfile’s services potentially could be used only to store files rather than distribute them, 

defendants explicitly caution users that they should “[u]pload files only if you intend to 

promote them” by posting links to the files on public websites. Defendants pay less to 

uploading users if the files they upload are not downloaded by others in sufficient volume, 

explaining that the purpose of the Hotfile compensation scheme is “to encourage the good 

promoters by increasing their earnings and to reduce the earnings for uploaders that mainly 

use the free hotfile resources for storage.” 

 

 

 

 

 

5. As a direct result of the popularity of the copyrighted content defendants illicitly solicit 

and distribute, defendants’ business has been extraordinarily successful. In less than two 

years of operation, Hotfile has become one of the most heavily-trafficked sites on the 

Internet – by some estimates, one of the top 100 most trafficked sites in the world (with 

traffic volumes approaching those of AOL and CNN). In contrast to legitimate online 

distributors of copyrighted content, Hotfile has succeeded by offering content for free, 

without authorization or license from copyright owners. 

 

 

 

 

Does Hotfile openly state that their site is not a personal storage facility? 

 

Does Hotfile openly encourage users to use their site as a personal storage facility? 

 

Explain. 

 

How does Hotfile try to prevent their site being used as a personal storage facility? 

How popular is Hotfile ? 

 

How has Hotfile gained its popularity? 

 

According to the text, why are Hotfile’s actions illicit? 

 

In contract, what do other legitimate distributors do? 



6. But defendants’ ill-gotten gains have come at an enormous cost to plaintiffs and other 

copyright owners. Defendants are responsible – every single day – for the infringement of 

thousands of plaintiffs’ copyrighted works, including movies still playing in theaters. Many of 

those works are infringed repeatedly, thousands of times over, every day. The harm to 

plaintiffs, who invest billions of dollars and enormous creative energies to produce their 

copyrighted works, is staggering and irreparable. 

 

 

 

7. On account of their conduct, defendants are liable to plaintiffs for copyright 

infringement. Defendants are liable for direct infringement for unlawfully distributing 

plaintiffs’ copyrighted works. Defendants are further liable for inducement of infringement, 

contributory infringement and vicarious infringement, for actively promoting, enabling 

and profiting from the copyright infringement of Hotfile users. 

 

 

 

 

 

              (http://www.mpaa.org/Resources/8ee74526-3a91-4b6a-805f-b18eb673d8fb.pdf) 

 

 

 

 

 

According to the text, the defendants profits are lawfully gained.  True or false? 

 

According to the text, how great is the damage suffered by the plaintiffs?  

In sum : 

 

Because of which specified actions are the defendants to be held lmegally responsible ? 

 

Explain: Inducement, contributory and vicarious infringement (or ask team B) 

 

 

Represent the plaintiffs and  

present the case to team B 

http://www.mpaa.org/Resources/8ee74526-3a91-4b6a-805f-b18eb673d8fb.pdf


                                             Team B 

A. 

MPAA sues Hotfile for "staggering" copyright infringement  

File locker Hotfile.com found itself the next target of the Motion Picture Association of 

America's war on file sharing. The MPAA announced Tuesday that it had filed a lawsuit 

against Hotfile on behalf of 20th Century Fox, Universal Studios, Columbia Pictures, and 

Warner Bros. accusing the site of direct infringement, facilitating copyright infringement 

"on a staggering scale," and raking in the cash while doing it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. 

The MPAA argues that Hotfile not only encourages its users to upload illegal content, but 

actively discourages them from uploading files for personal use, because the site offers 

incentives for users to upload the most popular files (which invariably end up being 

copyrighted movies). And because the site charges membership fees before people can 

download the content uploaded by others, the MPAA says Hotfile "profits richly while paying 

nothing to the studios" for the bootleg files. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What does MPAA stand for? 

Who is MPAA taking to court? 

When did MPAA begin legal proceedings? 

Who is MPAA representing in the case? 

Who are the litigants in this case? 

Who are the plaintiffs and who are the defendants? 

What is the charge? 

Does ‘staggering’ mean very large or very small? 

Does MPAA accuse Hotfile of making a small, medium or very large profit from infringement? 

 

 

 

Idioms 

 

An incentive is : a) a leak b) a carrot c) a clove of garlic 

 

‘invariably’ means: a) always  b) sometimes c) usually 

 

to end up’ means: a) to finally arrive b) to become upside-down c) to film a movie 

 

‘bootleg* files’ are: a) stolen files b) illegally acquired files c) massive files 

 

*clue:  Bootleggers producing whisky during American prohibition were arrested. 



C. 

"In less than two years Hotfile has become one of the 100 most trafficked sites in the world. 

That is a direct result of the massive digital theft that Hotfile promotes," MPAA general 

counsel Daniel Mandil said in a statement. "The theft taking place on Hotfile is unmistakable. 

Their files are indeed 'hot' as in 'stolen.' It's wrong and it must stop." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. 

The charges in the MPAA's complaint include direct infringement (as Hotfile is the one 

distributing the works), inducement of infringement, contributory infringement, and 

vicarious infringement (for making a profit on infringing files). The DMCA's Safe Harbor 

provisions should protect site operators from being held liable for content uploaded by users, 

but the MPAA claims that the site continues to compensate its users for uploading popular 

files even after having received takedown notices. If Hotfile admins had direct knowledge of 

infringement, but failed to do anything about it like the MPAA says, then Safe Harbor isn't 

going to provide any protection. 

 

 

 

 

 

Compete the chart : 

 

Noun                           Verb                        Person 

 

theft                              __                             __ 

  

__                                 rob                            __ 

   

__                                 __                           burglar 

 

hacking                         __                             ___ 

 

                          ******************* 

 

place :   mug, kidnapper, high-jack, embezzler,  

Explain the difference between ‘rob’ and ‘steal’. 

 

                       ******************** 

How popular is Hotfile? 

Are the ‘hot’ files in the text considered as ‘sexy’ or ‘ill-gotten’? 

4 copyright infringements.  Match to definition. 

 

1. Direct               a) making a profit from infringement of copyright rules. 

 

2. Inducement      b) indirect eg. providing a forum for up/down loading copyright files. 

 

3. Contributory    c) first party infringement of copyright 

 

4. Vicarious          d) encouraging other parties to infringe copyright rules. 

 

 

’to be held liable’ means ‘to be held legally responsible’.   True or false? 

 



 

 

 

 

E. 

The other catch is that Hotfile doesn't provide any sort of index or listing of the files that 

have been uploaded by members. Instead, the site relies entirely on third-party sites to link 

to the files, and the MPAA argues in its complaint that "almost all of these link sites are 

blatant pirate sites." In fact, the complaint alleges that Hotfile paid various sites to promote 

its links, knowing that most of the files being linked were illegal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F. 

The lawsuit against Hotfile is hardly surprising; content creators are constantly fighting 

traditional torrent sites and other P2P offerings, and have increasingly gone after 

cyberlockers and cloud storage solutions for helping users trade copyrighted music, movies, 

and TV shows. The MPAA wants Hotfile to be shut down, of course, but would also like a 

cut of whatever juicy profits might be found.  

 

 

Find the definition : 

 

 

‘catch’ :          a) a fish taken by net or fishing line 

                        b) a hook to keep a door or window closed 

                        c) a hidden problem 

 

‘to rely on’:    a) to pass a message to a thired person 

                        b) to trust and depend on someone 

                        c) to be loyal to someone 

 

‘blatant’          a) surrepticious 

                        b) nasty 

                        c) open and obvious 

 

Find the opposites : 

 

to take down         -     to put  ___ 

to take off             -     to put   ___ 

to take out            -     to put   ___ 

to take apart         -     to put   ___ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        article  comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               Now write a comment and pass it to your neighbour. 

 

 

 

 

             Now represent the defendants and prepare questions to ask        

          the legal department representing the plaintiffs. 
 

‘Hardly suprising’ :  Does ‘hardly’ mean ‘very’, ‘a bit’ or ‘not at all’ suprising ? 

 

To be ‘shut down’ means ‘prevented from operating’.  True or false? 

 

‘juicy’ profits.  Are these ‘large’, ‘minimal’, or ‘mediocre’ profits?  

 

‘A cut’ of the profits means:  a) a slice b) a share c) a part  d) all three ? 

Technical vocabulary : 

 

Cyberlocker : An on-line site for storage of personal files 

Cloud storage: On-line storage where data is stored on multiple virtual servers 

hosted  by data management companies who lease out storage space 

Torrent: A large file distribution network 

P2P: Peer-to-Peer/ Person-to-Person 

There is nothing the movie studios can do to stop piracy.  We will dance circles around you 

It’ll be interesting to see what kind of plausible deniability Hotfile can claim.  Also interesting 

is the fact that, unlike with torrents, downloaders are not uploaders too. So they’re technically 

not distributing the copyrighted material. 

How ridiculous ! Horfile does nothing else than rapidshare or fileserve or whatever...they all 

operate within legal limits.  They know the law very well and have promised to takedown 

request pages which rules out any intentional unlawful use. 

comment :  



G. 

Text A & B comparison 

 

Compare content, noting examples in the texts, of: 

 

a) legal language ('legalese') 

b) plain English 

c) idiomatic language 

d) technical language  

e) sentence length 

f) passive voice vs active voice 

g) adjectives and adverbs 

h) contractions 

i) fonts and line spacing 

j) bullet pointing 

 

                              ***************************** 

 

Legal terms glossary: 

 

http://www./hmcourts-service.gouv.uk/infoabout/glossary/legal.htm 

 

 

 

http://www./hmcourts-service.gouv.uk/infoabout/glossary/legal.htm

